
Design proposal for Artweek Changing Lanes.

Durham Lane.



The site: Durham Lane.

Key Stakeholders:

The Bluestone Room. Pub and venue hire space.

The Ding Dong Lounge. Live music venue.

Little & Friday Tuckshop. Gourmet takeaway food.

Frequent site visits informed us there is very little foot traffic 

other than people entering the Bluestone Room.



Above: The Bluestone Room Building in 1980.

The Bluestone Building rear entrance in 1980, this photo was taken shortly 

after the building ceased being Zwines, a Punk music venue.

The area at the rear of the building shown in the image was once an 

entrance to the club.

This building is the key heritage site in Durham Lane, and one of Auckland’s 

oldest. 

Left: The Bluestone Room Building today.

The now restored Bluestone Building’s upper level where Zwines used to be 

is now a hire venue.

The red area shows the now closed in rear entrance seen from the angle in 

the 1980 image.



The concept: Zwines, the Bluestone Building 1978 -79.

The concept is to activate Durham Lane through the celebration of a recent piece of history of the Bluestone Building.

From 1978 to 1979/80 the upstairs of the Bluestone Building was a Punk Club called Zwines.

This club despite its short life, provided a platform for many local bands and musicians who would later on become key figures in 

Auckland’s music culture. This club can be viewed as a milestone in the cultural history of Auckland’s nightlife, and the rise of the DIY 

fashion and creative practices rooted in the Punk scene.

We have chosen this place and time period for the site as it was one of colour, energy, and change, and it was at the time highly 

controversial. We also selected the Bluestone Building as it is the hero building within the site, siting on the corner and overseeing 

the surrounding commercial buildings and back entrances.

Durham Lane is the least travelled through, and the least well known of all the 3 Laneways in the Artweek Project. 

This presented us with the need to use a specific place and timeperiod that could provide enough interest to provoke peoples 

curiousity, and Zwines could provide a recent but distant enough history to get people interested in activating the site over the week. 

There is a strong interest in the history of the Auckland Punk movement from the late 1970’s, with an existing and very active  

Facebook Group already in place. This will be very usefull in creating interest in the work and for many, the re-discovery of the Lane.

An installation on the history of Zwines would also be very interesting and informative for people who are unaware where the nucleus 

of the Punk cultural phenomena was, and who would be interested in who started their music careers here and how big a part the 

Bluestone Building played in defining an era in Auckland’s music and fashion scene.

The stakeholders when consulted, were very enthusiastic about having artwork in the lane that celebrated music, and they knew 

about the Bluestone Building once having been a Punk music venue. Both the Bluestone Room and the Ding Dong Lounge are 

connected to Zwines, one through the history of the building, the other through being a live music venue that hosts bands not 

dissimilar to those who once played in Zwines. The manager at Little & Friday’s is a fan of this music genre, and was very happy about 

something interesting happening in the lane beyond the usual.





The concept design for Durham Lane: “I was a rabbit”.
The site is not a thoroughfare, and has very little foot 

traffic, and there are no footpaths in the Lane beyond 

the Bluestone Building. The challenge is to get people 

to walk the lane, and for many this means discovering 

it first. The nature of the subject matter for the project 

is capable of attracting media coverage, neccesary for 

getting people curious about the site. The design will 

draw people into the site and enable them to engage 

with it on foot.

To achieve this we have selected the street surface to 

create the artwork.

The benefits of this are:

It will encourage walking the site.

The artwork can be clear and on a large scale.

It will not require attaching to any built structures.

It can be viewed from many angles including from 

buildings overlooking the site.

The materials:

Digital printing onto self adhesive removeable vinyl.

This vinyl is covered in a non-slip layer that is 

commonly used in flooring and high traffic areas such 

as shopping malls. 

This material process enables high quality colour 

images to be placed on a street surface for a limited 

time and be cleanly removed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcfwZ7Bgq3c





The artwork will contain images from a variety of sources, and cover many aspects of the action within Zwines.

It is planned in partnership with the Bluestone Room, to have a launch event for the atwork being installed. 

This would be an exhibition curated by Simon Grigg showing a selection of the best photographs of the club from 1978.

There would also be a screening of David Blyth’s film “Angel Mine” from 1979.

This will take place in the Bluestone Room’s function venue, previously the location of Zwines.
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An installation and an event.


